Cleaning and maintenance
Cleaning and maintenance of
floors treated with Floorservice
Hardwax oil and Color Hardwax-oil
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Protecting the oiled floor: Place felt mats under chairs
and tables. Never place plants directly onto a wooden floor.
Always use a pot stand or dish.
Dry-cleaning of the floor: Preferably remove loose dirt
with a vacuum cleaner or Floorservice dry-clean cloths. Any
remaining grains of sand may cause scratches in the surface.
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Only dry-clean the newly oiled floor during the first 10 days.
Wet cleaning of the floor: Mop stubborn dirt away with
Floorservice Parquet Cleaner. Mix approximately 100 ml Parquet Cleaner with 10 litres of clean water and clean the
floor with a well squeezed mop (diagram 1). Allow the floor
to dry completely before walking on it.
Maintenance of the floor: Depending on the intensity of
use, treatment with Floorservice maintenance oil must be
carried out regularly in order to keep the floor in optimum
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condition. Use white maintenance oil for white oiled floors
and natural for darker shades. First thoroughly clean the
floor with Floorservice Parquet Cleaner (see wet cleaning of
the floor) and allow it to dry completely.
Apply Floorservice Maintenance Oil to small areas in an
even layer with a cloth with the grain of the wood (diagram
2). For larger areas we recommend using a buffing machine. Dribble the Maintenance Oil in the shape of a snake
and polish it in with a buffing machine with a thick white
pad (diagram 3).
1 litre of Maintenance Oil is sufficient for approximately 70
to 100m.
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and ventilation).
For detailed product information, we refer to the technical
product sheets and the information on the packaging.
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